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SMARTPHONES
Samsung’s Galaxy S9 and S9+ 
Whether it’s the cutting-edge camera innovations, the stunning Infinity Display and stereo 
speakers, support for the fastest network speeds and multiple storage options, the Galaxy 
S9 and S9+ are designed to offer the best of the best from this leading smartphone manu-
facturer. The camera on the Galaxy S9 and S9+ features revolutionary innovations, including 
a mechanical dual-aperture camera that expands and contracts just like the human eye and 
adapts to the light in just a fraction of a second. 

Outfitted with a brand-new, super-speed dual-pixel image sensor, Samsung brings memory 
and processing power to produce the perfect shot, capturing 12 frames in quick succession 
and reducing noise by up to 30 percent. The edge-to-edge Infinity Display, in tandem with 
stereo speakers, make for a powerful, immersive user experience. And with Bixby’s AR ca-
pabilities, the S9 and S9+ offer new ways for you to interact with the world around you. Just 
hold up your camera to access a whole world of information.

SOUNDBARS $499 OR LESS
Peerless-AV’s Xtreme Outdoor Soundbar 
(SPK-080)
Designed as an all-season solution for outdoor audio entertainment, the 
SPK-080 is the next generation of Peerless-AV’s line of outdoor sound-
bars, offering a more powerful and durable outdoor audio solution. Provid-
ing full range audio (50Hz-20kHz) and outputting 200 watts of total sys-
tem power, the new soundbar produces higher quality sound at a greater 
level and is vigorous enough to overcome ambient noise found in outdoor 
settings, making it a true outdoor solution. 

With an IP65 rating, the new Xtreme Outdoor Soundbar can withstand 
even the most extreme environments. The soundbar can also be used as 
a standalone product, thanks to Bluetooth compatibility. For ease of use 
and installation, it has a universal mounting option and both analog and 
optical connections, making it possible to integrate with any display or TV. 

SOUNDBARS $500 & MORE
Sound United’s Denon HEOS 
HomeCinema HS2 Soundbar 
The HEOS HomeCinema HS2 wireless soundbar and subwoofer adds 
power, dimension and depth to movies, music and games with bi-ampli-
fied mid-woofers, tweeters and advanced DSP processing, plus a wireless 
subwoofer. With the HEOS Home Entertainment Skill and Amazon Alexa 
voice control (via a connected Alexa device), users are able to access 
popular music streaming services, adjust volume, change tracks, and le-
verage several other commands. 

With support for Dolby Digital, Dolby Digital Plus and DTS decoding, 
listeners have access to truly outstanding surround sound. Crafted to pro-
duce powerful home theater sound, the HEOS HomeCinema HS2 boasts 
two bi-amplified mid-woofers, two tweeters with four channels of Class D 
digital amplification and a powerful 400MHz floating point DSP engine.

TABLETS
Royole’s RoWrite

The Royole RoWrite allows business people, artists, and students who 
find it convenient to write on paper easily digitize their work. What appears 
to be a folio with a paper pad inside is ... exactly that! But underneath the 
paper pad is a proprietary sensor array that tracks pen position. A pres-
sure sensor within the pen records how hard the pen is pressed to the 
paper. With those two parameters an accurate digital reproduction of the 
notes, artwork, or physics equations will be made. 

A free dedicated smartphone app is available to download them at the 
end of the day. Within this app the images may be modified with color or 
converted into editable text and shared via email, messenger application, 
or other apps installed on your phone. 

The RoWrite is compatible with an iOS and Android smartphone apps. 
The system can accept any paper, though it comes with paper specifically 
designed with mounting holes to keep it stable. 
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